Abstract
Introduction
Weblogs or blogs are considered to be one of personal journals, market or product commentaries. There are several previous works and services on blog analysis systems (e.g., [3] ). With respect to blog analysis services on the Internet, there are several commercial and non-commercial services such as Technorati, BlogPulse, kizasi.jp, and blogWatcher. With respect to multilingual blog services, Globe of Blogs, Best Blogs in Asia Directory, and Blogwise can be listed.
The goal of this paper is to cross-lingually analyze multilingual blogs collected with a topic keyword. First, the framework of collecting multilingual blogs with a topic keyword is designed as the blog feed retrieval procedure recently studied in TREC 2007 Blog track as one of its task [4] . In this paper, we take an approach of collecting blog feeds rather than blog posts, mainly because we regard the former as a larger information unit in the blogosphere and prefer it as the information source for cross-lingual blog analysis. Second, multilingual queries for retrieving blog feeds are created from Wikipedia (English and Japanese versions 1 ) entries, where interlanguage links are used for link-1 http://{en,ja}.wikipedia.org/ ing English and Japanese translated entries. Here, the underlying motivation of employing Wikipedia is in linking a knowledge base of well known facts and relatively neutral opinions with rather raw, user generated media like blogs, which include less well known facts and much more radical opinions. We regard Wikipedia as a large scale ontological knowledge base for conceptually indexing the blogosphere. Finally, we use such multilingual blog feed retrieval framework in higher level application of cross-lingual blog analysis. Here, we cross-lingually and cross-culturally compare less well known facts and much more radical opinions that are closely related to a given topic.
In addition to proposing the overall framework of crosslingual and cross-cultural comparison of concerns and opinions in blogs in two languages, this paper shows the effectiveness of the proposed framework with detailed examples of efficiently mining and comparing cross-lingual differences in concerns and opinions.
Overall Framework of Cross-lingual Blog Analysis
Overview of the proposed framework is shown in Figure 1 . First, multilingual queries for retrieving blog feeds on a topic (in this case "whaling") are created from Wikipedia entries. Next, from the collected blog feeds, terms that are characteristic only in one language or in both languages are automatically extracted. Here, we apply a statistical measure for mining cross-lingual differences between terms in two languages, as well as a monolingual measure for terms related to the given topic. Then, by counting occurrences of those characteristic terms in blog posts in both languages, characteristic blog posts are ranked. Finally, by manually analyzing top ranked blog posts, we can efficiently discover cross-lingual differences in concerns and opinions of blog posts in two languages. 
Sentiment and Concern Analysis in Multilingual News
There exist several works on studying cross-lingual analysis of sentiment and concerns in multilingual news [7, 5, 8, 1] . [7] studied how to combine reports on epidemic threats from over 1,000 portals in 32 languages. [5] studied how to combine name mentions in news articles of 32 languages.
[8] also studied mining comparative differences of concerns in news streams from multiple sources. [1] studied how to analyze sentiment distribution in news articles across 9 languages. Those previous works mainly focus on news streams and documents other than blogs.
Blog Distillation Task in TREC 2007
Blog Track
The Blog distillation task [4] can be summarized as Find me a blog with a principle, recurring interest in X. For a given target X, systems should suggest feeds that are principally devoted to X over the timespan of the feed, and would be recommended to subscribe to as an interesting feed about X (i.e. a user may be interested in adding it to their RSS reader). As reported in [4] , for most participants, best performance is achieved by creating queries only from the title of a retrieval topic. Based on this result, in the preliminary evaluation of this paper, we simply use the titles of Wikipedia entries in each language as retrieval queries of multilingual blog distillation.
Procedure of Cross-lingual Blog Analysis

Blog Feed Retrieval
For the purpose of cross-lingual blog analysis, in our framework, multilingual queries for retrieving blog feeds are created from Wikipedia entries. This section briefly describes how to retrieve blog feeds given a query for each language (in this paper, English and Japanese).
First, in order to collect candidates of blog feeds for a given query, in this paper, we use existing Web search engine APIs, which return a ranked list of blog posts, given a topic keyword. We use the search engine"Yahoo!" API i) Given a topic keyword, a ranked list of blog posts are returned by a Web search engine API. ii) A list of blog feeds is generated from the returned ranked list of blog posts by simply removing duplicated feeds. iii) Re-rank the list of blog feeds according to the number of hits of the topic keyword in each blog feed. The number of hits for a topic keyword in each blog feed is simply measured by the search engine API used for collecting blog posts above in i), restricting the domain of the URL to each blog feed. 
Blog Post Retrieval
We automatically select blog posts that are closely related to a topic, which is given as a title of an Wikipedia entry. To do this, we first automatically extract terms that are closely related to each Wikipedia entry. More specifically, from the body text of each Wikipedia entry, we extract bold-faced terms, anchor texts of hyperlinks, and the title of a redirect, which is a synonymous term of the title of the target page. Then, blog posts which contain the topic name or at least one of the extracted related terms are automatically selected.
Extracting Characteristic Terms
Next, this section gives the procedure of how to extract characteristic terms from the blog posts retrieved according to the procedure described in the previous section. First, candidate terms are automatically extracted from the selected blog posts. Here, for Japanese, noun phrases are extracted as candidate terms, while for English, two or three word sequences are extracted as candidate terms. Then, those candidate terms are ranked according to the following two measures, so that terms that are characteristic only in one language or in both languages are selected: a) Total frequency of each term in the whole selected blog posts. This measure is used for filtering out low frequency terms. In our evaluation, for each topic, we use the top 300 frequent terms.
b) Cross-lingual rates R E (X E , X J ) and R E of term probabilities below, where term probabilities P E and P J are measured against the whole selected blog posts:
Here, the pairs X E and X J , Y J and J E are translation pairs found through interlanguage links of Wikipedia, or those found in an English-Japanese translation lexicon Eijiro 6 . This measure is especially for mining cross-lingually characteristic terms for each language.
Certain number of terms do not have translation into the other language, or even if they have translation in Wikipedia or Eijiro, the translation does not appear in the whole selected blog posts in the other language. Although some of such terms are extremely characteristic only for one language, most of other terms are noises that should be ignored here. Therefore, we do not consider all of such terms when ranking them according to the cross-lingual rates here 7 .
In our evaluation, for each topic, we use the top 300 highly ranked terms.
After ranking candidate terms according to the above two measures, those ranked lists are shown to an operator (one of the authors of this paper), and the operator manually selects characteristic terms for each topic. Those manually selected characteristic terms are also evaluated and compared with automatically ranked
Ranking Blog Feeds/Posts
Finally, we use the characteristic terms extracted in the previous section to rank the blog feeds/posts. Here, only the blog posts that are retrieved in section 4.2 are ranked, and only the blog feeds that contain such blog posts are ranked. Ranking criteria are given below:
• Blog posts are ranked according to the total frequencies of all the characteristic terms.
• Blog feeds are ranked according to the total frequencies of all the characteristic terms included in blog posts ranked above.
Evaluation
Topics for Evaluation
We first selected about fifty topic keywords from Wikipedia entries, where each of them originated from Japan, but has its English entry in Wikipedia, and has been to some extent popular abroad (mainly, in United States) and sufficient number of English blog feeds can be found. Then, we manually examine both Japanese and English blog posts for each of those topic keywords. For a preliminary evaluation of this paper, we selected five topic keywords in Table 1 , where, for each topic, the table shows their short descriptions, and characteristic cross-lingual differences in facts / opinions included in the retrieved blogs. Those five topic keywords are closely related to political issues and cross-lingual differences are to some extent related to differences in opinions.
For each topic, Table 2 shows the numbers of terms that are closely related to the topic and are extracted from each Wikipedia entry. Then, according to the procedure given in section 4.2, blog posts which contain the topic name or at least one of the extracted related terms are automatically selected. Table 2 also shows the numbers of the selected blog posts, as well as those of blog feeds for those posts and the total numbers of words/morphemes contained in those posts. Finally, as in section 4.3, candidates of characteristic terms are automatically extracted and then, are manually selected, where their numbers are also shown in Table 2 . Table 3 shows excerpts of manually selected characteristic terms, as well as their ranking with respect to frequencies or cross-lingual rates R E (X E , X J ). Here, most of them are characteristic only in one language, while some are characteristic in both languages. Those terms as well as their cross-lingual rates R E (X E , X J ) are useful signal for estimating differences in concerns and opinions in English and Japanese. The followings roughly summarize the findings reported by the operator.
Extracting Characteristic Terms
For the topic "Whaling", almost all the terms which are characteristic in English blogs represent against-whaling opinion. On the other hand, almost all the terms which are characteristic in Japanese blogs are those for expressing criticism against anti-whaling activities in Australia.
For the topic "Organ transplant", many terms which are characteristic in English blogs represent opinions against Chinese illegal organ transplant. On the other hand, many terms which are characteristic in Japanese blogs are closely related to kidney transplant using diseased kidney.
Ranking Blog Feeds/Posts
For the topics "Whaling" and "Organ transplant", Table 4 lists the summary of top 10 ranked blog posts, along with total frequencies of characteristic terms in each post, blog author identity as its rank in blog feed ranking. Although a few posts are not on the given topic, most other posts are deeply concerned with the given topic, and furthermore, represent clear opinions on for or against the issue of the given topic 8 . Furthermore, Figures 2 and 3 show evaluation results of ranking English/Japanese blog feeds/posts. Here, we compare three types of characteristic terms, namely, the top 300 frequent terms, the top 300 highly ranked terms in terms of the cross-lingual rates R E (X E , X J ), and those manually selected terms. Each blog feed/post is judged whether it is relevant to the given topic. It is remarkable to note 
